Midsemester Evaluation with students.
  - Surveys in Canvas are anonymous until you click to "uncheck it"
  - Qualtrics is the only "safe" way to conduct an anonymous survey.
  - ATLE offers Small Group Instructional Feedback, which can be conducted virtually using Teams.

CanvasCon
  - Instructure hosted a virtual CanvasCon on Oct. 15.
  - Watch keynotes and sessions after the fact, if you want.
  - News coming out of CanvasCon:
    - Teams is going to replace Big Blue Button in the future - with the integrations USF currently has extending to other users.
    - Instructure plans to eventually connect Canvas groups to Teams.

Teams Chat Lag - Best Practices
  - Use the client window for chat.
  - Uninstall and reinstall Teams if the lag continues.
  - Reach out to IT.

Turning Cameras on in Teams
  - ATLE has a new webpage that provides faculty with student-facing language to encourage them to turn their videos on while using Teams

Teaching with Microsoft Teams
  - Suggest a feature in Teams is a resource for letting Microsoft know what you want.

Writing on the Board with Microsoft Teams
  - There is a whiteboard built into Teams, but it can be difficult to write on without a stylus.
  - It’s possible to use an iPad for the whiteboard but you need software to connect the iPad to the PC.
    - Or you can sign into the meeting using the iPad (in addition to logging in on the PC) and write on the whiteboard using a stylus on the iPad.
  - Instead of the Teams whiteboard, you might use a blank PowerPoint to draw on (would still need a stylus).
  - You could also use two webcams - one camera focused on your face and one focused on a board or paper you’re writing on. You would then toggle the camera input back and forth in Device Settings.
  - Consider using a stand for the iPad that would then function as a document camera, with the iPad capturing what you’re writing on paper.